Technical Committee Minutes  August 28, 2019  6:15pm

Present: Holly, Trisha, Brandi, Michelle, Cahdi, Jennifer
Absent: Kathie

-Technical Committee Meeting dates for the reminder of the year were discussed. A few may be postponed due to holidays.

-Went over key changes in the PC minutes from Congress.

-Referenced content for Regional Courses and discussed getting courses scheduled as soon as possible.

-Regional and National audit are still in progress. Regional audit is near completion.

-Working with Bob on OTSM updates and will work with Kathie with Google Doc updates.

-Discussion was made to have a small webinar with Acro Companion creators at Judges Workshop in November. Holly is working on this.

-Judges Reference form will be updated with new changes and corrections. These will be forwarded and made available at all regional courses.
Discussion was made that Meet Directors need to be updated and educated and new rules and policies. Brandi is looking into updating the test for us as it is outdated.

Judges Newsletter will be done every quarter. New one to be released soon.

Upgrades will be done at Regional courses. National upgrades will be arranged with Holly and made available at several Regional courses. Discussion was made to have upgrades available to National Championships. All agreed this would be a good idea and something new to try due to the end of a quad.

Meeting is adjourned 7pm.

Next meeting is scheduled for September 25, 2019. 6:15pm.